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"In what way?"
"It is hard to answer that," Lewis said. "But
wouldn't	" He hesitated. "Wouldn't any student of
philosophy have come to Lazarus?"
"To Lazarus? Because he was raised from the dead?
But I can tell you nothing of the next world, Alison.
If you had been taken into a strange country before day-
break and dragged back from it at the first hint of light,
there's little you could tell. Some of that light has entered
into my imagination, changing what I see	"
" 'Changing what you see?' " Lewis repeated.
"Yes," Narwitz answered. "I can tell you a little of
that. Do you remember how, in Italy, early in the fifteenth
century, the infusion of the Greek into the Christian
vision changed the eye of certain painters, so that in the
faces they painted, in the faces of Botticelli, for example,
there appeared always a sadness which seemed to spring
from a desire to participate in two separate and opposed
existences? The women of Botticelli are beings of divided
mind or, I would rather say, of divided spirit. Into their
knowledge of earth, their love of it, their wish to cling to
its sensible beauty, there enters the disturbing breath of
aspiration. They are aware of, but dare not accept, their
kinship with the angels who whisper to them; and with
reluctance, but under necessity, they turn away their
heads. They are saddened by visible beauty, even while
they rejoice in it, because they perceive, shining distantly
through it, another and absolute beauty, calling to them,
but by them unattainable. In the same way the infusion
of the heavenly into the earthly vision changes the eye of
him that experiences it, and he sees men and women, not
as empty vanities, as some of spiritual pretension have
claimed, nor as self-sufficient and responsible in reason, as
the materialists will have it, but as beings whose domin-
ating character is uncertainty—uncertainty of where they
are and of what may be their true relation to their sur-
roundings. Seeing them thus, he can neither condemn
nor pardon them; indeed, pardon and condemnation are
ideas that have origin in human uncertainty and are with-

